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Welcome to our witnesses and to everyone joining us this afternoon for this hearing on foreign lighters and the escalating 
threat of ISIS in Central Asia.  

A year ago today, the city of Mosul te ll to lslnmic State of Iraq and Syria, or ISIS, during a wave of violence that swept 
brutally through Northern Iraq. Many ofthose who took part in the offensive were forei gn fi ghters - in fact, the UN Security 
Council recently estimated that there are now at least 25,000 foreign terrorist fighters from more than I 00 countries who have 
travelled internationally to join or light for terrorist entities associated with ISIS and AI-Qaida. According to the International 
Crisis Group, as many as 4,000 foreign fi ghters come from the live countries of central Asia. Just last week, we learned that 
the chief of Tajikistan's counter-terrorism program - someone highly trained by our own government - abandoned his post to 
join ISIS. 

What docs this say about the current eflorts to stop terror-minded men and women from volunteering and tmveling to the 
Middle East? Clearly, our go\oernment- working with others and with organizations like the OSCE- must take stronger action 
to combat radicalization beyond our borders, as well as to ensure that returning foreign fighters do not bring jihad and murder 
back home. 

Central Asian governments face major challenges here. Many of these derive from their history as purt of the Soviet Union. 
from wars in nearby Afghanistan and from limited economic development, which has led millions of their citizens to seek 
employment abroad, especially in Russ ia. The discrimination and exploitation to which those workers are subjected, as well 
as the decline of the Russian economy and changes in the Russian visa regime, have reduced the remittances these workers 
can send home to support their families and may have contributed to creating the conditions that ISIS uses to recruit foreign 
fighters from among difte rent Central Asian nationalities. 

Some of the challenges the central Asia governments face are of their own making including widespread corruption, lack of 
rule of law, and their own human rights records. Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan have particularly terr ible human rights 
records, among the worst in the world in respect of political prisoners and torture. All of these factors are exploited by ISIS 
recruiters and other organizations promoting radicalization and violent extremism. 

It should be the particular role of the United States to promote, to the central Asian governments, our conviction that "fighting 
terrorism" is no excuse for violating human rights or the rule of law. 

 

I look forward to hearing about the many issues here, including counteracting radicalization of potential foreign fighters, 
inhibiting the travel of recruits and volunteers to the Middle East, disrupting financial support to lighters and their families, 
and preventing their return to their home countries. This is in the first place the responsibility of the governments, and there is 
the question of what they are trying to do and how well they are doing it. There is the question of what our government and the 
OSCE is doing and can do better, working with the central Asian governments- here we need to talk about issues of document 
security, border security and law enforcement coordination. I hope we can touch on all of these aspects. 

 

 


